Caution About Bonds

By Anna Von Reitz

There are fraudsters out there trying to float huge bonds with the Treasury with absolutely nothing to back the bonds up. This is, of course, fraud of a high order and people get in big trouble for doing it.

Before you can issue a bond you have to have your own political status corrected and all the public records in place and complete. There have to be at least three of you in that correct status to complete the bond, one indemnitee and two guarantors.

We are able to do this correctly because members of our group have done the due diligence, made the proper claims and gone through the right procedures, and have established the basis for issuing such bonds.

Most people have not and it is too involved for Joe Blow and Mom and Pop to be expected to learn and do all this stuff. The bond requirement was and is one of the most difficult aspects of all of this chicanery to navigate.

Think about this: officially, on the public record, you are listed as both a Territorial and a Municipal franchisee. Your labor and your assets both public and private are considered collateral backing the debts of the Territorial and Municipal government corporations, and both of them are bankrupt.

The Municipal Government dba UNITED STATES just happened to be "holding" your entire life ESTATE trust when it went down, and even though you never gave your consent to any of this, the public record is clearly stacked against you.

You were "framed".

And it is the same story with your Territorial "Citizenship" except that instead of being liquidated, your assets are being subjected to receivership in a Chapter 11 Reorganization.

So what, pray tell, to you have or own of value that you control, that you can use as anything of value to back a bond?

Nothing. Absolutely nothing.

You have to reassert your own true political status and record it and object to the presumptions being made, you have to reclaim your own property and the three
major trust funds associated with your name---- and then you will have something with which to back up an individual indemnity bond. It's a major burn.

That's why we set up the AMRI00001 RA393427640US Indemnity Bond the way we did it. Not only did I collect all the pieces to indemnify myself, I collected all the pieces to indemnify the actual fifty (50) organic states --- all the notices, all the filings, all the recordings, all the "rolling into" claims and "rolling back" liens to the Paramount Security Interest Holders: you and your states of the actual unincorporated Union.

Along with that we established and recorded new Sovereign Letters Patent and did all the Notices and recordings related to that and we established and recorded a Declaration of Joint Sovereignty creating an Express Trust competent to hold the public covenants of the actual states.

We did all of it to circumvent the rat's attempts to claim ownership of our country via fraud and deceit and to end-run their attempt to leave the actual Constitution vacated for lack of a competent federal partner. And last but not least, we did it so that you could come home "from the sea" to your own country and indemnify yourselves under your own organic states of the union which you own and control without having to go through yet another hideous long-winded legal process.

What the vermin intended is now clear for all to see. Your stolen Trade Names would have remained "at sea" and "presumed to be" old derelict, gutted, formerly bankrupted Foreign Situs Trusts, which Queen Bess called "disregarded entities" and which her government claimed were "stateless"----- in such a scenario, you would have had no basis to conduct business, no identity, no nationality.

You would have been forced to accept a foreign nation's insurance bond, like the so-called "M1 Bond" offered by SWISSINDO and then they would have acquired the value of your name, your copyrights, your private and public property.

Well, surprise, surprise, surprise as Gomer Pyle used to say.

You have your state's indemnity bond posted and firmly lodged with the U.S. Treasury and you have your claim to be the Paramount Security Interest Holders in the bankruptcies of both the Territorial and Municipal United States in place.

Your states are sovereign nations owed immunity anyway, and they are far more valuable than any form of money gold-backed or not, so you can afford to just say no, put your name and your assets back under the shelter and protection of the original and actual state of the Union where you were born by recording the indemnity bond as part of your corrected property deed and noting that your property is indemnified under AMRI00001 RA393427640US -- California, for example.

So spread the word, far and wide. Come home, America. Just come home. Don't worry about all the "Bond offers" you will get from UN - SWISSINDO or any similar operation hosted illegally by foreign governments on our shores. And don't worry about trying to find two other qualified people to act as Guarantors, etc., etc., etc. All that has already been done for you.
Later on, when we are through this crisis, you can go back and learn and make whatever other additional changes and issue whatever other bonds you need to do, but for now, get your land claims and name claims in and indemnify everything under the AMRI00001 RA393427640US -- State bond.
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